
Text

In turbulent flow: Q = <v>κ/πGΣ, where <v> = (cs2 + σturb2)1/2


Recall σturb ~ 200-1000 km/s >>  cs ~ 5-10 km/s

Caveat: here Toomre Q purely phenomenological meaning since instability


is global in turbulent thick non-axisymmetric disk

“Turbulent” Toomre parameter

Text



The formation of SMBHs: some ideas (3)

Astromeeting, Osservatorio di Capodimonte - 16 Set 2015

More exotic: massive nuclear star clusters in protogalaxies after PopIII

When massive and dense enough, they may undergo stellar runaway mergers at their core, 
forming a very massive star (a few 1000 Msol) 

(e.g. Portegies Zwart et al. 2002, 2004; Freitag et al. 2006)
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Massive seed ~1000 Msol
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Table 1
List of the Simulations

Run MEH Zcrit–ncrit,Z ∆ log(Z)

A 0.36 2 1.5
B 0.18 2 1.5
C 0.36 2 0
D 0.36 1 1.5
E 0.36 3 1.5

Notes. Label of the run, power-law index of the metallicity dependence by
redshift, PopIII yield curves (1, 2, and 3 refer to lower, central, and upper
curves of Figure 10 in Santoro & Shull 2006 respectively), allowed variation
(logarithmically uniformly distributed) in Z.

The parameter space (virial temperature, spin parameter),
where the multiple instabilities are efficient, is shown in
Figure 3. Here, we select halos with Tvir > 104 K at z = 12 and
derive the disk and cluster properties, assuming a single critical
density for fragmentation (from 103 cm−3 to 104 cm−3). The
higher the critical density for fragmentation (i.e., the lower the
metallicity, see Section 2.3) the more compact are the clusters,
and the shorter is tcc. When ncrit,Z < 103 cm−3, no clusters
can undergo core collapse in less than 3 Myr. When ncrit,Z >
104 cm−3, all forming clusters undergo core collapse in less than
3 Myr.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Summary of the General Procedure

We first summarize the procedure taken in order to determine
the properties of the BH seed population. We calculate the mass
of halos that at redshift z correspond to virial temperatures
104 K ! Tvir ! 1.8 × 104 (Barkana & Loeb 2001), and we
determine their frequency using a modified version of the Press
& Schechter formalism (Sheth & Tormen 1999) in a WMAP5
cosmology (Dunkley et al. 2009). To each halo, we assign a
value of the spin parameter, λ, extracted from the probability
distribution found in the Millennium simulations (Bett et al.
2007):

P (log λ) = A

!
λ

λ0

"3

exp

#

−ζ

!
λ

λ0

"3/ζ
$

, (16)

whereλ0 = 0.0043 is the peak location, ζ = 2.509 and the
normalization reads A = 3 ln 10ζ ζ−1/Γ(ζ ), with Γ being the
gamma function. This set of assumptions allows us to calculate
the initial disk properties, Σ0, R0,Qc, Rtr and ma .

We assign to each halo a metallicity, Z by extrapolating at
higher redshift the fit to the observational constraints of the
MEH (Z ∝ 10−βz), taking also into account the observed
metallicity scatter. We then calculate ncrit,Z from a given Zcrit–
ncrit,Z relation. If a protogalaxy has Q < Qc, we determine the
properties of the stellar cluster (RSF, Mcl and Rh). We then check
if the cluster can develop runaway instability via Equation (14),
and we select the systems where tcc < 3 Myr. For these unstable
clusters, we calculate the expected mass of the seed BH from
Equation (15). In Table 1, we summarize all the different cases
we describe in the following sections.

We now discuss the properties that nuclear clusters possess
at birth and the resulting BH seed population. We start de-
scribing our reference model A in Section 3.1, while in Sec-
tion 3.2, we discuss how our results depend on PopIII stars

Figure 4. Mean cluster masses (upper left panel), radii (upper right), core
collapse timescales (lower left), and BH masses (lower right) as a function of
redshift for model A. The horizontal line in the lower left panel marks the critical
core collapse timescale for VMS formation. The dashed curves mark the 1σ
scatter.

metallicity patterns and on the rate of metal enrichment of the
universe.

3.2. Model A

The first halos reach the critical metallicity for fragmentation
at redshift ∼14. This is also when the first stellar clusters form.
The first clusters have masses of the order of 105 M⊙ and
Rh ∼ 0.5–1 pc; in such compact clusters, core collapse starts
early (⟨tcc⟩ ∼ 0.1 Myr at z = 14). At later cosmic times, the
average gas metallicity increases, so that the critical density
for fragmentation decreases. A lower critical density implies
that RSF increases (Equation 11), lengthening the core collapse
timescale. Therefore, clusters form less concentrated and more
massive, and their core collapse timescale continues to increase
with decreasing redshift. This behavior is evident in Figure 4
for the mean quantities (⟨Mcl⟩, ⟨Rh⟩, ⟨tcc⟩, and ⟨MBH⟩). The
mean seed mass as a function of redshift is shown in Figure 4
(lower right panel). Unlike ⟨Mcl⟩ and ⟨Rh⟩, ⟨MBH⟩ shows no
redshift dependence as the increase in Mcl and tcc compensates
(see Equation 15) leading to a roughly constant MBH.

In Figure 5, the entire cluster mass function (solid histogram)
is compared to the mass function of systems able to form a BH
seed (dashed histogram). The clusters that do not form BH seeds
are the very last to form, when the metallicity of the universe
is already significant. The BH mass function is also shown in
Figure 5. The mass function is peaked at ≃1000 M⊙ with a
long tail at low masses, and a steep drop at high masses. The
distribution of core-collapse timescales is shown in Figure 6
(left panel), and in Figure 7 (bottom panel) we show the sharp
redshift boundaries to MBH formation (and the influence of the
metal enrichment history; see Section 3.3).

Figure 8 shows the fraction, fBH, of halos hosting a BH seed.
Seeds start to form at z ∼ 14 in coincidence with the first, very
compact, stellar clusters. The typical core collapse timescale
increases with cosmic time, ⟨tcc⟩ ∼ 3 Myr at z ∼ 9, and by
z ∼ 8 fBH drops rapidly. From this point on even the most

Most seeds expected in 107-8 Msol halos 
@ z~15
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However: issues with metallicity and stellar evolution (Glebbeek et al. 2009) 
and perhaps still too small



   SELF-GRAVITATING  GAS DISKS: STABILITY and RADIAL INFLOWS

                                                                                                      THREE REGIMES

   Toomre parameter Q = κcs/πGΣ
  (~balance centrifugal force, pressure and gravity)      (a) Q < 1  locally unstable to collapse, fragmentation on

  from linear local                                              dynamical timescale (tdyn). Clumps eg star forming clouds

  perturbative analysis

  in self-gravitating

  rotating                                                  (b) 1 < Q < 2  locally stable, globally unstable 

                                    to non-axisymmetric disturbances

                                                                    (spiral modes, bar-like modes)                                                           

                                                                    ---> angular momentum transport (on a few tdyn)

                                                                    via spiral density waves (Lynden Bell & Pringle 1979;

                                                                    Lin & Pringle 1987; Laughlin & Adams 2000)

                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                     (c) Q > 2 locally and globally stable  - dynamically

                                                                    uninteresting

Key points: 
(a) Sweet spot (1<Q<2): a non-fragmenting globally unstable disk can sustain long-lasting central  
gas inflow 
(b)The dissipation rate in the system (= cooling via radiation) is crucial 
Tcool < Tdyn drives Q below 1 --> fragmentation rather than sustained inflow  
Tcool > αTdyn (α ~ 1-5 depending on density distribution and gas equation of state) 
leads to self-regulation to Q >~ 1 and long lasting inflow

Evolution of disk gas 
surface density profile 
   (1 < Q < 2) regime

t=0

t= a few tdyn

1 < Q < 2

Q<1



Base run                                                        5x lower mass                                                     40x lower mass 
(Mvir = 1012 Mo)                                        (Mvir= 2 x 1011 Mo)                                                (Mvir = 2.5 x 1010 Mo)

In low mass galaxies (< 1011 Mo) no SMBH precursor forms because 
surface mass density of circumnuclear disk too low to make it self-gravitating (Q > 2)
   1:1 mergers between galaxies with a range of masses  

Trot/W < 0.05 Trot/W > 0.25 
bar unstable?

No Jeans unstable 
cloud because inflow 
is weakly self-gravitating

Shown on left:
Logarithmic
gas density
maps of nuclear
105 yr after
merger
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Effect of SPH implementation 

standard SPH (density based) pressure-based SPH w/thermal and metal 
diffusion (Shen et al. 2010 + in prep.) 

clumpier medium, more pronounced

fragmentation


Enclosed mass within 2 pc: 1.78 x 109 Mo 

smoother medium, very limited 
fragmentation, more pronounced


central gas inflow

Mass enclosed within 2 pc: 1.74 x 109 Moto ~ 15 kyr

(Note t0 = first instance when no residual of two galaxy cores is seen)  



THE  BEST EVIDENCE FOR A SMBH IS IN OUR BACKYARD.  

THE “DORMANT” SMBH IN OUR GALAXY  -----> MBH ~ 4 x 106 Mo  
(Note: 1 Mo = 1 solar mass ~ 2 x 1033 g) 
(Eckart & Genzel 1996; Ghez et al. 2005; Gillessen et al. 2009; Ghez et al. 2012)

Stars closest to Galactic Center orbit at less than 10-3 pc from center and > 5000 km/s. They probe  
central mass distribution (few orbits of the two closest stars,  r < 200 AU from GC, will allow to test 
orbital dynamics implied by General Relativity )



Gravitoturbulent flow and stability to fragmentation
In models of low redshift star formation at GMC scales and below it is known that

with supersonic turbulence small shocks dissipate gravitational energy at all scales 
converting it into kinetic energy with the result of suppressing fragmentation (Padoan 
1995; Nordlund & Padoan 2002)


The flow is in a supersonic turbulent regime, with gas velocity dispersion Ϭturb > 10 cs. 
This is likely main reason why fragmentation is suppressed. Explains why minimal 
fragmentation even in outer, low density envelope with much smaller optical depth (see 
also Shlosman & Begelman 2010 and Choi et al. 2013)Ϭ
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Cooling enhances central mass accumulation

Shown are results for the 

pressure-based SPH run

(Note t0 = first instance when no residual of two galaxy cores is seen)  

Compared to effective EOS sims (MA10) a factor of 2 more mass accumulated within 
3 pc in less nearly 1/10 of the time. Free-fall velocity higher because gas penetrates 
deeper in central region as initial shock nearly isothermal. Huge dM/dt > 104 Mo/yr 



Shapiro 2005
tedd ~ 0.45 Gyr

AT HIGH REDSHIFT KEY CONSTRAINT ON FORMATION MECHANISM: 
THE EARLY EMERGENCE OF  FIRST QUASARS

   

     

           

  Bright QSOs (L > 1047 erg/s) already at z > 7  (< 700 million yr after Big Bang in concordance  ΛCDM  
cosmology) (Fan et al. 2001; Fan 2006;  Mortlock et al. 2011 ) 

Assuming Eddington-limited accretion (L ~ Ledd ∝MBH) QSOs then                                         o                                 
L > 1047 erg/s  yields MBH >~ 109 Mo (conservative, if accretion below Ledd even larger mass!) 

Can a 109 Mo black hole grow from a ~ 100 Mo Pop III BH seed formed at z ~20-30 
in less than 1 Gyr? 

 For radiative efficiencies in accordance with observational constraints and theory (ε>~ 0.1 eg Yu & 
Tremaine 2002; Merloni  & Heinz 2008)  would need to accrete always at  ~ Eddington rate  starting  
from ~ 100 Mo Pop III seed, or accretely episodically super-Eddington (see eg Madau et al. 2014 for 
a model with radiatively inefficient, advection-dominated SLIM accretion disk ---> ε <~ 0.001)    

Time evolution for

BH mass



      

§        Supercloud Jeans unstable at resolution limit – further collapse (a) via supermassive star + quasi-star  

    route  or (b)  directly into  > 108 Mo SMBH via post-newtonian instability  (route (b) requires  

    R ~ 640GM/c2 ~ 0.02 pc for M ~ 108 Mo from numerical GR  simulations results with zero angular 

(Shibata et al. 2002; Saijo et al. 2009),  for us Rcloud ~ 0.5 pc but how to get rid of residual angular momentum?

    

§   Assume SMS route and, conservatively, that  >~ 105 Mo BH  forms from ultimate

    collapse of SMS  (  < 0.1 % of  supercloud mass!), then:

    Seed forming at z  >~8  can grow at  >~0.7 x Eddington rate to 109 Mo in < 3 x 108 yr, i.e by z ~ 7

In first 105 yr after merger: 

Mass inflow rate  
~104-105 Mo/yr   
>>  “free-fall” rate in halo potential well dM/dt ~ 
Vc3/G  ~ Vvir3/G ~ 30 Mo/yr  used in previous direct 
collapse models (eg Lodato & Natarajan 2006). Reason 
is merger shifts  boundary conditions of gas flow to 
those at very bottom of potential well (Vc >> Vvir!)


initial

After ~ 105 yr 

(Jeans unstable cloud 
arises at r < 1 pc)

On y-axis 0.25 = 5 x 108 Mo



Nearby AGN: Centaurus A galaxy  
(radio/infrared + X-rays)

Accretion disk

Magneto- 
driven Jet

SMBH

< 1 light year

Distant SDSS Quasar 
(rest-frame UV)

       SMBHs  (106  Mo < MBH < 1010 Mo) at the center of galaxies 

§Original evidence: active galactic nuclei (AGNs)  and QUASARS  
Huge radiated power -- Luminosities LQSO ~ 1012-1014 Lsun  > L(Milky Way Galaxy) ~ 1011 Lsun ! 
Luminosity from radiation of interstellar gas ACCRETING onto massive black holes -- conversion of rest-mass into energy 
more efficient than nuclear burning,  
L = c2ε dMacc/dt , ε >~ 0.1 (Salpeter 1964; Zeldovitch 1964). In detail efficiency depends on accretion disk physics 
L  <~ Ledd = 4pcGMBHmp/σT, Eddington luminosity limit from balance between  
BH gravitational force and radiation pressure force exerted by disk photons  
Gas clouds convert rotational energy into heat as they sink towards BH due to turbulent viscosity  
(MHD turbulence) --à resulting radiation from disk material is what we detect as AGN 

Discovered as powerful “radio-galaxies” in the 60s, but  largerst energy output of AGNs in optical/UV and X-rays (à high-
energy astrophysics). Bright QSOs more abundant at early epochs (z > 1). 
AGNs are the “active” bunch of the SMBHs, other SMBHS are “dormant” (eg in the Milky Way) because they accrete little or 
no matter (dynamical evidence in this case) 



() Accretion onto SMBHs powering AGNs and QSOs
() “Dormant” SMBHs from dynamical evidence - best example Galactic Center
- 
MBH-σ; MBH-Mbulge; MBH- L  ( Magorrian et al. 1998; Ferrarese et al. 2000;2006; Gebhardt et al. 2000 ; 
Lauer et al. 2006;2007;Tremaine et al. 2002; Gultekin et al. 2009) 
Black holes masses from tracers of dynamics in galactic nuclei (gas and/or stars at large radii, broad-line 
region for accreting BHs) 

The Astrophysical Journal, 764:184 (14pp), 2013 February 20 McConnell & Ma

Figure 1. M•–σ relation for our full sample of 72 galaxies listed in Table 3 and at http://blackhole.berkeley.edu. Brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs) that are also the
central galaxies of their clusters are plotted in green, other elliptical and S0 galaxies are plotted in red, and late-type spiral galaxies are plotted in blue. NGC 1316 is
the most luminous galaxy in the Fornax cluster, but it lies at the cluster outskirts; the green symbol here labels the central galaxy NGC 1399. M87 lies near the center
of the Virgo cluster, whereas NGC 4472 (M49) lies ∼1 Mpc to the south. The black hole masses are measured using the dynamics of masers (triangles), stars (stars), or
gas (circles). Error bars indicate 68% confidence intervals. For most of the maser galaxies, the error bars in M• are smaller than the plotted symbol. The black dotted line
shows the best-fitting power law for the entire sample: log10(M•/M⊙) = 8.32+5.64 log10(σ/200 km s−1). When early-type and late-type galaxies are fit separately, the
resulting power laws are log10(M•/M⊙) = 8.39+5.20 log10(σ/200 km s−1) for the early type (red dashed line), and log10(M•/ M⊙) = 8.07+5.06 log10(σ/200 km s−1)
for the late type (blue dot-dashed line). The plotted values of σ are derived using kinematic data over the radii rinf < r < reff .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(L), and stellar bulge mass (Mbulge). As reported below, our new
compilation results in a significantly steeper power law for the
M•–σ relation than in G09 and the recent investigation by B12,
who combined the previous sample of 49 black holes from G09
with a larger sample of upper limits on M• from Beifiori et al.
(2009). We still find a steeper power law than G09 or B12 when
we include these upper limits in our fit to the M•–σ relation.
We have performed a quadratic fit to M•(σ ) and find a marginal
amount of upward curvature, similar to previous investigations
(Wyithe 2006a, 2006b; G09).

Another important measurable quantity is the intrinsic or
cosmic scatter in M• for fixed galaxy properties. Quantifying the
scatter in M• is useful for identifying the tightest correlations
from which to predict M• and for testing different scenarios of
galaxy and black hole growth. In particular, models of stochastic
black hole and galaxy growth via hierarchical merging predict
decreasing scatter in M• as galaxy mass increases (e.g., Peng
2007; Jahnke & Macciò 2011). Previous empirical studies of
the black hole scaling relations have estimated the intrinsic
scatter in M• as a single value for the entire sample. Herein,
we take advantage of our larger sample to estimate the scatter
as a function of σ , L, and Mbulge.

In Section 2 we summarize our updated compilation of 72
black hole mass measurements and 35 bulge masses from dy-
namical studies. In Section 3 we present fits to the M•–σ , M•–L,
and M•–Mbulge relations and highlight subsamples that yield in-
teresting variations in the best-fit power laws. In particular, we
examine different cuts in σ , L, and Mbulge, as well as cuts based
on galaxies’ morphologies and surface brightness profiles. In
Section 4 we discuss the scatter in M• and its dependence on
σ , L, and Mbulge. In Section 5 we discuss how our analysis of
galaxy subsamples may be beneficial for various applications of
the black hole scaling relations.

Our full sample of black hole masses and galaxy properties is
available online at http://blackhole.berkeley.edu. This database
will be updated as new results are published. Investigators are
encouraged to use this online database and inform us of updates.

2. AN UPDATED BLACK HOLE AND GALAXY SAMPLE

Our full sample of 72 black hole masses and their host
galaxy properties are listed in Table 3, which appears at the
end of this paper. The corresponding M• versus σ , L, and Mbulge
are plotted in Figures 1–3. This sample is an update of our
previous compilation of 67 dynamical black hole measurements,
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The large scale environment of massive BH formation 

and  growth: proto-galactic disks (z ~ 10-20)

Already at earky epochs baryonic matter 
collapses inside dark matter halos with 
net angular momentum ---> settles in 
rotating disk-like structure


In disks spiral structure transports 
angular  momentum outward/mass 
inward. Spiral arms exert torque on 
background gas (like viscous drag force) 
significant ang. momentum loss on 

tdg ~ a few tdyn (tdyn = dynamical time 

~ rotation period)

Levine, Gnedin et al.(2008)



Beyond EOS with radiation-hydro simulations (Mayer et al. 2015)


GASOLINE2 (SPH) with metallicity dependent atomic and molecular cooling 
(solar metallicity in ICs) 

() modern SPH implementation (pressure-energy hydro force with thermal diffusion, high-order Wedland 
kernel to allow mixing of phases and supress tensile instability, plus pressure
floor to avoid artificial fragmentation below Jeans scale)

() in optically-thick gas self-shielding  due to atomic and molecular line-trapping in irradiated clouds, gas-
dust and cosmic ray heating calibrated w/Monte Carlo RT code  (Spaans & Silk 2000;2005) 

() star formation, supernovae feedback (Stinson et al. 2006) and radiative heating  of dust from stellar UV 
radiation (Roskar et al. 2014)



Typical protogalaxies at z > 10: Mild central gas inflows 

Assume for a moment metal-free atomic gas is a sensible condition.

Still z >~ 15 characteristic host protogalaxy mass small (halo mass~ < 108 Mo), a potential  problem 
since inflow rate  dMgas/dt ~  Vff

3/G ~ Vhalo
3/G ~ Mhalo/G  <~ 1 Mo/yr  (neglects effect of angular 

momentum)
Similar inflow rates indeed found in simulations of  Wise et al.  2008, Regan & Haenhelt 2009; Latif
et al. 2013

Conclusion: need to wait to low z for more massive halos to assemble, but then the 
assumption of metal-free atomic gas becomes less tenable!

Inflows in

protogalaxies

Mhalo ~ 107 Mo,

collapse redshift = 12-18

(from Latif

et al. 2013)



      Formation from primordial massive stars:  a scaled-up version of stellar BHs

Pop III seeds: “light seeds” of SMBHs from  collapse of  primordial  (Pop III) stars in mini-halos  
at z ~ 20-30 (MBH >~102 Mo) (Madau & Rees 2001;  Bromm & Loeb 2003), then grow by accreting 
galactic matter (esp. gas) and  merging with other massive black holes as their host galaxies grow 
hierarchically via mergers. 
Argument for high masses of Pop III stars: 
Collapse at M > Mjeans =  π2/6 (kB/Gmpµ)3/2 x  T3/2 ρ-1/2  , where  T ~ 20-30 times higher than in today’s 
clouds (300 K rather than 10-20 K since at z > 20 no efficient coolants (primarily mixture of H, H2, He). 
However likely fragmentation reduces mass to tens of solar masses (Clarke et al. 2011;Greif et al. 2011)

Heger & Woosley (2003)



“Normal” stellar mass black holes in our Galaxy (mass a few 
to a few tens of Mo) are end state of massive stars

...but SMBHs orders of magnitude heavier and are found 
only in galactic nuclei - could form in a different way.



Evolution of the central region
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Coalescence Dense filaments feeding 
the inner disc

Fragmentation on larger scale, 
but central, dense core 

survives

Gas pre-enriched ~Z⊙ due to SN activities, consistent with high-z 
QSO hosts (e.g. Walter et al. 2004)



The lesson from  galaxy merger simulations over last 

20 years: multi-scale gas inflows driven by gravitational 

torques and hydro shocks




HOW DO WE GET  SUCH HIGH  GAS INFLOW RATES IN GALACTIC 
NUCLEI DOWN TO sub-pc scales (scale of MBH precursor, eg ProtoSMS, 
SMS or QS)

         

PRELIMINARY NOTION: TIMESCALE FOR SUPERMASSIVE 
CLOUD/STAR ASSEMBLY: REQUIRED GAS INFLOW RATE


Simple plausibility argument, consider more conservative direct collapse route,  
via SMS (channel (c)), all other channels require even shorter timescales)  

  A supermassive star  (Mstar >~ 107 Mo) has  short lifetime (tlife ~  106 yr) 

  It must be assembled by gas accretion on tform < tlife (otherwise lighter star will form and die earlier)  

--à Characteristic gas inflow rate to feed the cloud dMg/dt >~  Mstar/tlife ~ 10 Mo/yr for   
Mstar >~ 107 Mo  (Begelman 2008; Dotan et al. 2012) 

Dotan et al. (2012) find dMg/dt > 100 Mo/yr may be required to stabilize SMS against disruptive stellar winds.
Confirmed by self-consistent radiative winds calculations of Fiacconi & Rossi (201



Direct formation of supermassive black holes
 form mergers of the most massive

protogalaxies
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The puzzle of high-z QSOs

PROBLEM: is there enough time to growth?

Mfin=2x109 Msun !

tH(z=7)~0.75 Gyr!

fEdd=0.3-1; ε~0.1!

!

⇒ Min>300-ish Msun!

ULASJ112010641 !

M (t) =Min e
(1−ε
ε
fEdd

t
0.45Gyr

)

(Courtesy of Marta Volonteri)

M•(t) = M•(t0)e
(t�t0)/⌧Salp

Eddington rate: maximum 
(spherical) accretion rate before 
than radiation feedback kicks in

ṀEdd =
4⇡GM•
⌘c

⌧Salp ⇡ 4.4⇥ 107
✓
fEdd

1

◆�1

yr

Bright QSOs (L > 1047 erg/s) already at z > 7  (< 700 million yr after Big Bang in concordance  ΛCDM 
cosmology) (Fan et al. 2001; Fan 2006;  Mortlock et al. 2011 ) --> MBH > 109 Mo if they emit close to Eddington limit

From definition of  Eddington 
Luminosity plus relation  
between luminosity 
and accretion rate,  
Ledd =ηc2  

“Growth equation”

x  (η/0.1)
accretion 
efficiency



Growth of seed BHs from Pop III stars (~ 100 Mo) in 3D 
hydro simulations:  inefficient and well below Ledd

Johnson & Bromm 2007

(1) Pop III star creates HII region with low density gas (~< 1 cm-3) 
Accretion very sub-Eddington for almost 1 Gyr until gas cools and recombines (subsequent mergers of pristine, non-ionized 
minihalos considered, but NO radiative feedback from accretion). 

2) When accretion and feedback accounted growth ~ 1/3 Eddington due to radiation pressure and photoionization 
from accretion even with cold gas reservoir (eg Milosavljevic et al. 2008 - caveat is that only spherical accretion flow 
simulated)

Low density gas 
around Pop III  
star 



                           Direct gas collapse scenario for MBH seeds 

Direct formation of  massive BH seed --- mass MBH ~ 105 – 109 Mo 

Stage I - Gas inflow in galaxy to push gas mass from kpc to  < 1 pc scales  to form BH 
precursor, eg bound supermassive gas cloud   (M> 106 Mo). In virialized objects galactic gas 
masses 108-1010 Mo found at kpc scale not pc, so need to push mass inward.


Stage II - Supermassive cloud can produce a massive BH in different ways:

(a) dynamical collapse of protostar into BH via post-newtonian radial instability 

(if Trot/W < 0.01, M > 107 Mo - see eg Fowler & Hoyle 1966; Shibata & Shapiro 2002; Saijo & 
Hawke 2009) ---> MBH ~ Mcloud   (tinstab < tkelvin-helmoltz  < tnuclear_burning) 

(b) turn into a supermassive star (SMS) The SMS lives <~ 2 Myr, then produces 104-105 Mo BH seed 
in < 108 yr following a quasi-star stage (quasi-star = radiation pressure supported convective 
envelope powered by accretion onto central BH - see Begelman et al. 2006; Begelman 2010; Dotan 
et al. 2012; Hosokawa et al. 2013)  (tnuclear_burning < tkelvin-helmoltz < tinstab )

(c) produce quasi-star skipping SMS  if high gas accretion rate provides more heating than nuclear

burning in the cloud core  (protostar on Hayashi track long enough for core to become denser than 
critical Tolman-Volkoff-Oppenheimer limit and form a central BH- Ball et al. 2011;Schleicher et al. 
2014)  (tkelvin-helmoltz < tinstab < tnuclear_burning )


ProtoSMS --> MBH 
ProtoSMS--> SMS --> QS --> MBH 
ProtoSMS--> QS --> MBH 



This talk: accomplish Stage I, and possibly II(a), 
using galaxy mergers


But first we consider a more

conventional way to accomplish Stage I

Stage I needs efficient loss of gas angular momentum 

over orders of magnitude in spatial scales. 

 




Gravitational torques in self-gravitating, marginally unstable protogalactic disk 

Spiral arms and bars transport angular momentum outward and mass inward 

---> efficient gas inflows to the center see eg Begelman et al. 2006, Lodato & Natarajan 2006; Levine 
et al. 2009)


Requires “lukewarm” disk  (Toomre Q ~ 1.5, tcool >~ torb) to avoid

fragmentation at (Q <~ 1) as well as stability (Q >> 2).


How do we keep the disk “warm” and stable? 
Standard argument: suppress molecular cooling and metal cooling below 
104 K to keep Q > 1, avoiding fragmentation and star formation (otherwise 
gas makes stars rather than BH seed --- star  formation bottleneck)
Accretion rates  ~ 1-10 Mo/yr at < pc (e.g. Latif et al. 2013)
Argument forgets a marginally unstable disk with Q~ 1.5
undergoes “self-heating” by gravoturbulence (eg Begelman & Shlosman 2009))
and massive clumps can still accrete rapidly to the center (Inayoshi & Haiman 2014)

Cooling suppression possible only at very high redshift (z > 15) with 
very low metallcity  gas (< 10-5 solar, for higher values dust cooling already 
very effective  in driving fragmentation, see Omukai et al. 2008) + possibly 
requires  proximity  with massive   star  forming galaxies  shining with  high LW 
flux to dissociate H2 (Dijikstra  et al. 2009;   Agarwal et al. 2012; Latif et al. 2015) 

 

 1< Q < 2

Q <~ 1



Can the merger-driven gas inflow continue

all the way from 100 pc to << pc scales

and form a precursor of a massive BH?


NOTE: we WILL NOT assume suppression of cooling and star 
formation -- gas with solar metallicity as we study mergers of 
rare 3-5σ peaks at z < 10 (Walter et al. 2004)

An alternative flow configuration: major galaxy mergers

- Gas inflow rates  dM/dt ~ 100 Mo/yr at <~1 kpc in simulations, giving
rise to ULIRGs-like starbursts  (Kazantzidis et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2008)
- Gas consumption timescale longer than inflow timescale at 100 pc-1 kpc scales 
at both low an high-z (Genzel et al. 2010; Tacconi et al. 2012) 

Star formation rate = dM*/dt ~ εsf (Mgas/tdyn) ---> 
tsf = tdyn/εSF   >>  tdyn  ~ tinflow (εSF  ~ 0.01-0.1 from observations)



Gas thermodynamics with effective equation 
of state (EOS) : polytropic with effective 
adiabatic index  in the range  1.1-1.4  

EOS  based on NUCLEAR STARBURST model with 
solar metallicity gas by Spaans & Silk 2000;2005 (also 
Klessen et al. 2007) calibrated with radiative transfer 
calculations  

-- Accounts for thermal equilibrium between atomic/molecular 
line cooling and heating (UV, IR from dust, cosmic rays), 
assumes ionization equilibrium  
-- for density range 10 to 107 atoms/cc in dusty starburst  
(SFR >~ 100 Mo/yr) with metal enriched gas (metallicity solar). 

 

60% of total gas

mass accumulated

within 200 pc due

to tidal torques and

shocks

I - Gas-rich MAJOR MERGERS of massive high-z disk galaxies 

(Mdisk  ~ 6 x 1010 Mo,  ~6 x 109 Mo of gas at merger time) in 1012 Mo halos at z ~8 

Resolution 0.1 pc and 3000 Mo in ~ 30 kpc volume with SPH particle splitting) 
Galaxy halo mass consistent with abundance of high-z SDSS QSOs (Fan et al. 2006, Morlock et al. 2010) 

i.e. rare 3-4σ peaks at z > 6  (Volonteri & Rees 2006; Li et al.2007; Sijacki et al. 2009)

Zoom in in the inner 200 pc region a few Myr 
before final merger: the remnants of the two 
galaxy cores are shown



II - Multi-stage gas inflow down to sub-pc  in  gravitationally unstable circumnuclear gas disk 
formed by major merger 
---> rapid formation of supermassive (> 108 Mo) sub-pc scale bound gas cloud 
in only ~ 105 years after merger (SMBH precursor). Gas inflow peaks at 105 Mo/yr inside disk!

Secondary spiral  
instabililities assist  
inflow at < 10 pc  
scale and further  
increase central density

Large scale m=2  
mode imprinted by  
galaxy collision starts  
inflow in nuclear disk

Central region  
then undergoes 
Jeans collapse, 
only stops at  
resolution limit 

àformation of 
supermassive 
cloud (M > 108 Mo,  
Nsph > 105)  

if  even  only ~ 0.1%  
collapses into BH  
would produce seed 
of ~ 105 Mo

Mayer, Kazantzidis, Escala & 
Callegari, Nature, 2010 Below logarithmic density map spanning 105 yr   after merger

Toomre Q  parameter 



             Beyond EOS with fully radiative simulations 
                                      (Mayer, Fiacconi et al. 2015)

GASOLINE2 (SPH) with metallicity dependent atomic and molecular cooling 
(assume solar metallicity in initial conditions) 

() modern SPH implementation (pressure-energy hydro force with thermal diffusion, high-order Wedland 
kernel to allow mixing of phases and supress tensile instability, plus pressure
floor to avoid artificial fragmentation below Jeans scale)

() in optically-thick gas self-shielding  due to atomic and molecular line-trapping in irradiated clouds, gas-
dust and cosmic ray heating calibrated w/Monte Carlo RT code  (Spaans & Silk 2000;2005) 

() star formation, supernovae feedback (Stinson et al. 2006) and radiative heating  of dust from stellar UV 
radiation (Roskar et al. 2014)
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Fragmentation minimal,
with cooling central mass 
accumulation  faster and more 
effective  than in Mayer et al. 2010

Ultra-compact pc-scale dense disk 
forms directly from the converging 
filaments and the residual galaxy 
cores 

>~109 Mo reach inside 2 pc in 
only ~ 104 yr  after merger as 
opposed to ~ 5 x 108  Mo in  
>~ 105 yr  with EOS model (MA10)
ρmax ~ 10-10 g/cm3 within 0.2 pc

Cooling accelerates supermassive “disky” core formation
and makes it denser



Supersonic inflow toward the centre

Highly supersonic and turbulent flow

Gas almost free-falling toward the centre due to merger dynamics (but 
retains some angular momentum —> disky core).  

Massive inflow in the inner ~10 pc up to ~104 M⊙/yr
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Merger produces warm ultra-compact STABLE pc-scale core

() Photon diffusion timescale at r ~ 2 pc (~ initial size of central compact disk after merger)
large due to high optical depth (τes > 104) 
----> tdiff > 104 yr >> torb (~ 103 yr) ----> disk expected to be stable to fragmentation 
(Gammie criterion - see Gammie et al. 2000; Durisen et al. 2007)
-----> Feedback from accretion luminosity negligible effect on large scale inflow moving on tff ~ R/vff  <~ 104 yr 

Nearly isothermal central core at T ~ 3000-5000 K --> no star formation possible in the core. 

Heating of central core from:

(a) accretion shock (as in protostars for first 
core/radiative precursor stage!) with tshock <~ tdiff 
at ~ 3000-5000 K 

(b) dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy from 
gravoturbulence into heat (“small scale” shocks)



Disky core properties
A ≲pc disc-like core, with mass ~109 
M⊙, accreting ~104 M⊙/yr: compact 

and massive

T
rot

|W | ⇠ 0.1

Marginally bar-unstable: likely 
further inflow below resolution 

Here gravitational softening 
stifles inflow below ~0.2 pc 

(see eg numerical study by 
Kaufmann, Mayer et al. 2007: 

smaller scale bar could get rid of > 50% 
of angular momentum in a few rotations, 

or < 104 yr at r < 0.1 pc)Mayer, Fiacconi, Bonoli, et al. (2015)



Possible evolutionary pathway 
to catastrophic “dark collapse” into SMBH

Considering 109 M⊙ within 0.5 pc

Size factor ≳10 above the “compactness” 
conditions for GR radial instability: 
possible collapse into a SMBH if further 
accretion and contraction < 0.1 pc. 
A factor of 2-3 further loss of angular 
momentum sufficient
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If the case: direct collapse of ~70-80% of the mass in a SMBH! (e.g. Baumgarte & 
Shapiro 1999; Shibata & Shapiro 2002; Saijo & Hawke 2009) 

However: possible issues with nuclear burning (e.g. Montero et al. 2012)

Mayer, Fiacconi, Bonoli, et al. (2015)



New strategy to test  “dark collapse” hypothesis (in progress, w/
Montero and PhD student Fiacconi)

- Couple late evolution stages of our multi-scale radiation hydro simulations with new 3D 
relativistic radiation (polar) hydro code NADA-3D (Montero et al. 2014)

- NADA-3D computes collapse to event horizon emergence including
also nuclear burning from full reaction network. Recent work with rotating 
polytropes shows explosion rather than collapse with non-zero metallicity if M <~ 106 Mo



Predicted vs. expected abundance of 
High-z QSO: a promising comparison

Millennium Simulation XXL: number density of gas-rich major 
mergers between massive galaxies  @ z≥6 (e.g. Bonoli, Mayer et al. 2014) 

⇠ 60⇥ 10�8 Mpc�3 (with Mvir � 1011 M�)

⇠ 3⇥ 10�8 Mpc�3 (with Mvir � 1012 M�)

Observations: number density of bright QSOs @ z≥6 
(e.g. Willot et al. 2010, Treister et al. 2011, 2013) 

⇠ 10

�8
Mpc

�3
(with M1450 . �25 or M• & 10

9
)

However: unknown “efficiency” of direct collapse mechanism

Mayer, DF, Bonoli, et al. (2015)



                             

                             Summary and open issues

()Direct gas collapse in major mergers attractive model to explain rapid emergence of SMBHs 
at z > 6 without relying on special thermodynamical conditions (eg no suppression of 
cooling and fragmentation necessary). Note recently Visbal et al. 2015 proposed similar model in
for unbound collisions between massive galaxies. 

()The very high accretion rates (> 104 Mo/yr) open the possibility to skip the SMS phase and produce 
directly a very massive  BH seed (> 108 Mo) via  relativistic “dark collapse” 
()Our merger-driven direct collapse scenario predicts enough MBH seeds to explain the
abundance of high-z QSOs. Because of the requirement that they happen only in rare
very massive halos undergoing major mergers, the predicted numbers are also consistent with 
constraints  on the BH mass density at high-z

Open Questions:
How does the MBH actually arise after supermassive cloud formation, and what is the 
typical seed mass, or distribution of seed masses? 
How do we actually test our seeding models, including Super-Eddington modes, most effectively?
Can we detect quasi-stars or any other precursor stage of massive BH seeds?
Can we detect MBHs born via “dark collapse” directly by GW emission, eg with eLISA?



Super-Eddington accretion:

plausible alternative for rapid MBH growth

Theory: if accretion disk has high optical depth radiation trapped and advected to the center with 
gas rather than radiated away from disk surface (if tadv < tdiffusion, which requires implies large 
accretion rates). Simplest model is SLIM disk (eg Abramowicz & Fragile 2014; Sadoswki et al. 2014).  
In SLIM disk advection very efficient compared to photon diffusion, Ldisk ~ a few Ledd with dMacc/dt 
~ 10-100 (dM/dt)edd.
Radiative efficiency < 0.01

- Latest MHD+radiation transport 3D sims (Jiang et al. 2015):
for accretion on stellar mass black holes radiation leaks out vertically more efficient than in SLIM 
disk model due to vertical advection by MHD turbulence 
---> L ~ 10 Ledd for dM/dt ~ 100 (dM/dt)edd.
Radiative efficiency ~ 0.02-0.05

Premise: Eddington limit assumes spherical accretion and isotropic photon pressure 
(diffusion limit).  We now systems in nature that can violate it, eg novae and SNe!



Super-Eddington accretion in high-z galactic 
nuclei (Lupi, Haardt, Dotti, Fiacconi, Mayer & Madau 2015)

- Moving mesh (GIZMO) and AMR (RAMSES) simulations of  dense gaseous circumnuclear disks 
(~ 108 Mo,  100 pc radius)
- Sub-grid model for SLIM disk accretion onto stellar mass black holes embedded in disk - effectively 
captures  low radiative efficiency of non-turbulent accretion disk sims of Sadowski et al. (2014)



Results in a nutshell:

- with SLIM disk accretion x10-50 times more growth than with standard 0.1 
efficiency.  Most massive black hole after only 3 Myr reaches mass (> 104 
Mo) comparable to seed mass in most direct collapse models. Growth 
terminated by gas depletion (limitation of small simulation volume)

- Fast growth determined by two effects:
(a) Direct (1-η) effect, namely increased growth just because less mass 
converted into radiation.
(b) Reduced feedback, namely lower radiation efficiency means surrounding 
gas remains colder and more prone to be accreted

- Biggest BH also grows but merging with other black holes (cluster effect), 
independent on rad. efficiency
- No dependence on hydro technique 
(GIZMO vs. RAMSES)



We follow the cosmological evolution of galaxies and their black 
holes:

•  Light (Pop III) seeds (M = 1000 Mo) populate ALL newly 
formed galaxies

•  Direct collapse seeds (M= 105 Mo) are formed during major 
mergers (and replace PopIII black holes), IF certain conditions 

implied by our simulations are satisfied (eg Mhalo >  1011 Mo and 
no pre-existing MBH with mass > 106 Mo)

We use the Munich semi-analytical model of galaxy 
formation (Croton et al. 2006; Bonoli et al. 2009), 
applied to the outputs of the dark matter-only Millennium 
Cosmological Simulation (500 Mpc volume with ~109 Mo mass resolution, see 
Springel et al. 2005)  and Millenium XXL (Angulo et al. 2014)

            We have a full population of galaxies evolving in a cosmological 
framework that allows us to study the consequences of BH seeding models 

Embedding our formation scenario in 
the ΛCDM galaxy formation paradigm 

(Bonoli, Mayer & Callegari 2014 + in prep.)



Constraints on BH mass density (from Treister et al. 2013)

Models are based on
Volonteri & Begelman (2010) - spin parameter

controls instability in protogalaxies but no
need of major mergers

Shankar et al. 2009

Treister et al. 2009

Models from
Bonoli, Mayer & Callegari 2014

Comparison with observational constraints (Chandra) reveals marked difference between 
different direct collapse seeding models.   In our model DC seeds are “rare enough”.

Salvaterra et al. 2012



Compact inner disk has  Trot/W > 0.25, i.e above threshold for bar instability (likey 
conservative as numerical dissipation of angular momentum near resolution scale below 
pc should tend to underestimate rotation)

             The system will continue to lose angular momentum on ~ dynamical timescale 
(< 100 years at 0.1 pc) 


Direct formation of a SMBH with no SMS is possible since critical mass for nuclear

burning to overcome Kelvin-Helmoltz contraction estimated > 1010 Mo with our 
phenomenal accretion rates (see 1D model of Schleicher et al. 2013).

Collapse to a binary massive BH seed also possible as configuration at late times 

(t ~ 30 Kyr) shows a secondary ultramassive companion minidisk/clump.
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Final fate: sub-pc 

bar instability?
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Nuclear disc ~ 100 pc,  mass~2/3 of 
total gas mass in merging galaxies 

Inflow of gas 

Accretion

Seed black hole of 105 Msun, starts accreting from large gas reservoir 

 Self regulation: accretion stops once the energy released by the black hole unbinds the reservoir 
(assumed  isotropic thermal feedback with 0.05 coupling efficiency). BH will continue grow Eddington 
limited during subsequent mergers in the same way as Pop III seeds (a la Croton et al. 2006)

 Radius of the gas reservoir is a free parameter (0.1-1pc), determines its binding energy

Conditions for the formation of massive seed black holes (from simulations)
✓1. Major merger (1:3) of gas-rich late-type galaxies (B/T < 0.2) 
✓2. Host halo Mh > 1011MSun

✓3. No pre-existing black hole of MBH > 106 MSun (radiative feedback would stop 
gas inflow)

Feedback



For all mergers in halos 
> 1011 Msun

Most restrictive condition 

is having a major merger

•Possible formation still in the 
local universe!

•Above z~4 almost all major 
mergers could lead to a 
massive seed

Frequency of direct collapse events over cosmic time



- Light seeds (Pop III)
- Light seeds (Pop III)
active (>~10% fedd)
- Massive seeds (DC)
- Massive seeds (DC) 
active (>~ 10% fedd)

Properties of the BH mass function  
(z> 0 “observed” MF from Merloni & Heinz 2005, z=0 MF from Shankar 2004)

0.1 pc reservoir

1 pc reservoir

Largest BHs powering 
high-z QSOs are from 
DC 
(Note the Millenium box  
is not large enough,  
misses most massive halos  
hence brightest QSOs)



Evolution of the MBH-MBulge correlation 

1 pc reservoir

0.1 pc reservoir

Red: direct collapse 
seeds 

Grey: Light seeds 
(Pop III) 

Color bar = 
formation redshift of 
DC seeds 

Note: 
(1) earliest forming 
DC seeds populate 
preferentially the 
high end of the mass 
function 
(2) Pop III  seeds  
still produce most of 
the heaviest BHs  
(M > 1010 Mo) by z=0 

 

Initial offset depends on radius of the reservoir (which determines mass of the black hole emerging after initial accretion

episode) - after unbinding of the gas reservoir black hole is forced to self-regulate its growth and match the local 

Mbh-Mbulge relation, plus two massive black holes merge instantaneously (see Croton et al. 2006)



Clustering of direct collapse BHs at high and low z

z = 4

z = 0



• Could we actually detect this population?

• Could we detect single events?
Quasi-stars could last >~ 108 yr (SMS too short-lived, tlife ~ 1 Myr)
Like red giants, could be detectable by JWST  
(Volonteri & Begelman 2010)

Gamma ray jets? (Czerny et al. 2012)

Assuming that all this makes sense...





The seeding mechanism 
correlates with host galaxy

morphology (especially at

intermediate black hole

masses):


(1) DC seeds at any epoch (both 
active, i.e. accreting at least 
10% Eddington, and inactive) 
are found preferentially in 
bulge-dominated galaxies 
(early-type spirals/S0s - red 
shaded areas)


(2) Light (Pop III) seeds at any 
epoch (both active and inactive) 
are preferentially found in the 
most disk dominated galaxies 
(blue shaded area) 

Morphology of host galaxies



- Flow is highly turbulent everywhere -- gas velocity dispersion

200-2000 km/s inside 10 pc (size of central disk), >> sound speed (~5-10 
km/s)

- Flow is rotationally supported out to 50 pc, high mass concentration 
produces nearly keplerian rotation


Gas flow in the inner 50 pc
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Luminosity function of SMBHs (Pop III + DC seeds)

Log-normal distribution 
of fedd around 0.3. 
Grey bands from Hopkins 
et al. (2007), z=6 curve 
by Willott et al. (2010).


